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B4_E8_80_83_c90_127436.htm 61.Do you agree or disagree with the

following statement?Telephones and email have made

communication between people less personal.62.If you could travel

back in time to meet a famous person from history,what person

would you like to meet?63.If you could meet a famous entertainer or

athlete,who would that be,and why?64.If you could ask a famous

person one question,what would you ask?Why?65.Some people

prefer to live in places that have the same weather or climate all year

long.Others like to live in areas where the weather changes several

times a year.Which do you prefer?66.Many students have to live with

roommates while going to school or university.What are some of the

important qualities of a good roommate?Use specific reasons and

examples to explain why these qualities are important.67.Do you

agree or disagree with the following statement?Dancing plays an

important role in a culture.68.People have different ways of escaping

the stress and difficulties of modern life.Some read.some

exercise.others work in their gardens.What do you think are the best

ways of reducing stress?69.Do you agree or disagree with the

following statement?Teachers should be paid according to how

much their students learn.70.In your opinion,what is the most

important characteristic (for example,honesty,intelligence,a sense of

humor)that a person can have to be successful in life?(not limited to

the examples listed in the question.)71.People learn in different



ways.Some people learn by doing things.other people learn by

reading about things.others learn by listening to people talk about

things.Which of these methods of learning is best for

you?72.Decisions can be made quickly,or they can be made after

careful thought.Do you agree or disagree with the following

statement?The decisions that people make quickly are always

wrong.73.Do you agree or disagree with the following statement?All

students should be required to study art and music in secondary

school.74.If you could invent something new,what product would

you develop?Use specific details to explain why this invention is

needed.75.Plants can provide food,shelter,clothing,or

medicine.What is one kind of plant that is important to you or the

people in your country?Use specific reasons and details to explain
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